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The main goals of this alkali-aggregate reaction study concern the comprehension_of~lfe 
elementary phenomena, calculation of the pessimal concentration in reactive 
components and the confinement effect in order to derive mechanical solutions aiming 
to slow down the reactions or their effects. 

In this purpose, random gradients in alkalis concentration, ion substitution and gel 
growth are considered. The governing equations are expressed within the probabilistic 
framework in order to describe the initial concentrations in chemical components, 
position and granularity of the reactive sites as well as the porosity of concrete. The 
relationship between the volumic expansions (due to the gel pressure) and the physico
chemical phenomena (formation and growth of gels) is expressed through linear 
fracture mechanics concepts. Numerical calculations are run and compared to 
experimental results · 
Keywords : Chemistry, Fracture mechanics, Numerical calculations, Probabilistic 
approach 

INTRODUCTION 

Reactional mechanisms of Alkali Silica Reaction have been studied by Dent Glasser 
(Dent Glasser & Kataoka 1981 ). The processus can be decomposed in two phases, the 
first one implies an attack of the silanol groups by hydroxyl ions and the second one an 
attack of the siloxane groups. This step leads to the destruction of the mineral structure 
and the creation of a silico-alkaline gel. This gel can absorb water, swells and creates 
pressure. This pressure can induce cracks in surrounding concrete. As proposed by 
Dent-Glasser and Kataoka (Dent-Glasser & Kataoka 1981 ), it is always possible to 
modelize this type of reaction as follows : 

(1) 

MODELLING OF CHEMICAL PHENOMENA 

The kinetics of reaction depends on the rate of dissolution of the reactive silica, 
temperature and rate of alkaline ions diffusion in the solution. It is therefore necessary 
to define a pseudo-diffusivity equivalent at the periphery of a reactive aggregate (fig 1 ). 
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The volume and size of reactive silica particles are two important parameters used to 
describe the specific surface. 
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V equi is the equivalente volume of reactive silica particle, and the others terms are 
equivalent layer of phenomenon linked to temperature, dissolution of silica and 
diffusion in the aggregate 

Fig I : Definition of the equivalent pseudo-diffusivity 

ASR involves the consumption of OH-, Na+ and K+ at the level of reactive sites. These 
reactive sites are aggregates which contain more or less reactive silica, and 
consequently these reactive particles have a random distribution in the material. We 
assume that the quantity and granulometry of the reactive silica are known. The 
hydroxyle and alkali ions consumption induces local reduction of concentration, and so 
appearence of concentration gradients. Without boundary conditions, it is only these 
gradients which pilot alkaline flow in concrete. The classical Fick's law can be applied 
and gives: 

~M = -D.grcd(C)M (2) 

where C (mol/m3) is the ion concentration at point M, D (m2/s) is the diffusivity and 
cl>IM (mo1Jm2/s) is the flow. 

Nevertheless the distribution of ions due to the gradients of ionic concentration 
between a point and the rest of the matrix, the Fick's law has to be integrated. It is 
necessary to take into account the random character strongly marked of the geometrical 
position of reactive sites. The chemical reaction can happen in an elementary volume 
called ERCV, elementary representative chemical volume. The alkalis available for this 
reaction are localized in an equivalent volume EV (average volume of alkaline 
ressources by ERCV). By making the hypothesis of an uniform distribution in alkaline 
concentration on a constant radius around the ERCV, it is possible to integrate the 
Fick's law (Moranville-Regourd 1996). 
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As the medium is always alkaline, the probability of the presence of OH- ions is taken 
equal to 1. The formation of gel is possible only if all elements (reactive silica, alkaline 
ions) are present in the ERCV, expressed as: 

Prob(/8•1 =1) =Prob{(!Na· = l)n(!sir = 1)} (3) 

lsir is the indicator of probability of presence ofreactive silica 

As soon as the gel is formed it is going to absorb water, to swell (Dent-Glasser and 
Kataoka 1981) and to flow in the connected porosity of the surrounding cement paste. 
The swelling of a concrete element will be possible only if the volume of gel is upper 
than the connected porosity. It corresponds to the global probability of efficient gel.· · · 

The curve of global probability of efficient gel versus the global probability of reacd¥~ 
silica at a given time (fig 2) shows that there exists pessimal zones (Burlion, SeUier, 
Boumazel 1995). in which the efficient gel is maximal. A reactive aggregate has 
therefore lesser effects if it is present in great quantities in the concrete. 

Global gel probabilicy 
which create swelling 

Estmated pc:ssimum value 
J% for oplile 

Global silica probabilicy 

0 0,1 0,2 O,J 0,4 0,5 

Fig 2 : Variation of quantity of efficient gel versus the percentage in reactive silica 
(Bur/ion et al 1995) 

MODELLING OF EXPANSION INDUCED BY ASR 

The observations under scanning electron microscopy show that the gel can filled up the 
connected porosity around the reactive aggregate (Moranville-Regourd 1989). 
Sometimes a pressure appears and it is able, in somes cases, to create and propagate a 
crack. This results in an important degradation of concrete and a large swelling. 

Estimation of the volume of gel created and induced pressure 

In the previous paragraph we have calculated the probability of presence of gel 
conditionned by the presence of reactive silica. The gel created is able to absorb in 
volume 200 to 400% water of its weight in a saturated atmosphere (Davies and 
Oberholster 1988). With this it is possible to deduce the mass of gel formed around a 
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reactive aggregate, and with an aproximation on its density, we can deduce the volume 
of gel created. 

The gel can filled up the connected porosity, the capillary pressure of this gel 
considered as a fluid follows the Laplace's law : 

Pc= 2acosB 
rp 

(4) 

Pc : capillary pressure, rp : pore radius, 2acosB : capillary characteristic of the gel 
(superficial tension) 

This relation is used for the well known Hg porosimetry, we use it here to calculate 
the pressure in the gel, the porosity distribution of the cement paste is supposed to be a 
lognormal curve. ··· 
If we note Pg the gel pressure, Eg the Young's modulus of the gel, it is possible to 

evaluate the probability for the gel pressure to be lower than a given capillary pressure 
noted Pc. Assuming that the gel pressure is equal to the capillary pressure, the 
compatibility between the occupied volume, the quantity of gel and pressure is given by 

Pg= Eg[l- Vvo ¢[-ln(2acos~B)/ Pc)-lnrp]] 
3 Vgel 

1
-
nrp 

(5) 

Vvo : pore volume connected to the reactive. site, Vgel : gel volume at atmospheric 
pressure, <!> : Gaussian distribution function, In rp and In rp the average and standard 
deviation of the lognormal distribution of porosity 

Definition of the volume of voids connected to the reactive site 

Before cracking, the connected voids are those localized in volume surrounding the 
reactive site and defined by a critical length le (fig 3). This critical length is equal to the 
maximal length reached by a fluid under infinite pressure. le is a fonction of the 
connectivity of the porous network (Buil and Ollivier 1993) 

critical length le 
crack 

Zone of connected porosity 

reactive aggregate 

critical length le 

zone of connected porosit 

reactive aggregate (radius ri) 

Fig 3 : Volume of concrete including Fig 4 : Partial filling in a crack and connected 
connected voids to a reactive aggregate porosity by the ASR gel 
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One assumes that a crack propagates in mode I (Capra, Bournazel & Moranville -
Regourd 1996) a local modelling of the crack can be realized using linear fracture 
mechanics (Franyois, Pineau & Zaoui 1993). This hypothesis permit to calculate the 
widening and the volume of the crack and crack opening, noted H(r) (Sellier, 
Bournazel, Mebarki 1995 and Moranville-Regourd 1996). 

It is interesting to note that the stress intensity factor permits to take into account the 
pressure in the gel, the confinement effect of a concrete piece and the mechanical size 
effect of a concrete block. Capra et al (Capra, Bournazel, Moranville - Regourd 1996) 
also show that the confinement stress has not to be isotropic but it can be considered as 
anisotropic. 
It is now possible to calculate the volume of gel filling the crack (6) the pressure in the · 

ASR gel (7) as follows : 

Vgf = Kl(k +I) [~af ·(rmax312 -rmin3'2 )-~(rmax512 -rmin512 )] 
µ,fiit 3 5 

(6) 

with : r min = af - A and r max = aj - ri 

Pg= Eg[l- VvO [i -ln(2· CT·cos~B)/ Pg)-lnrp)+ Vgf ]] 
3 Vgel l"l lnrp Vvo 

(7) 

Crack propagation criterion of ASR cracks 

The classical criterion of crack propagation (Franyois, Pineau & Zaoui 1993) is used. 
For a crack linear propagation in mode I, it is possible to calculate G (energy restitution 
rate (Capra, Bournazel, Moranville-Regourd 1996). 

Estimation of induced swelling 

Swelling are due to opening of cracks induced by ASR. The swelling can be directly 
identified to the volume created by widening of cracks as follows : 

1 1 vf 
e.. =-tr(e )~--

1(1=I.3)g 3 g 3 ve (8) 

with eg : unidirectional swelling, (eg) : isotropic strain tensor due to the gel, vf: the 

volume of the initiated crack and ve: elementary volume of concrete 

APPLICATION 

Simulation of Diamond's experi·ence 

This model has been applied to an experimental study made by Diamond, Barneyback 
and Struble (Diamond, Barneyback and Struble 1981 ). Figure 5 permits to compare 
experimental data, and swelling and alkalies used versus time, obtained by numerical 
simulation 
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Fig 5 : Simulated and experimental evolution of swelling and alkalies used versus time 

The results show a good adequation between experimental values and numerical 
simulations. It is possible to interpret this results in an other way (fig 6). 
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Fig 6 : Experimental and simulated evolution of swelling versus time 

As already shown by Chatterji and Christensen 1990 and Diamond, Bameyback and 
Struble 1981, the simulations show an induction period. As an example, around 30% of 
alkalis produce a gel which is non efficient regarding the swelling. It is interesting to 
note that the maximal quantity of available alkalies is around 55%. This value is 
recommended in most of national codes (French recommendations 1990 and 1992) 

Pessimun content 

As shown by Hobbs (Hobbs 1988), in some cases ASR presents a pessimun content. 
The model proposed has been used to simulate this pessimun content. For that, swelling 
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has been calculated for various reactive silica contents. The results are presented on 
figure 7. 

swelling at 480 days (%) 
2,5 

~sim um (3.7% of aggregates in weight) 

2 

1 ,5 

0,5 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 

Reactive silica content (%aggregates) 

Fig 7 : Pessimun content obtained by numerical simulations 

This figure shows that ifthe reactive silica content is low, the swelling is proportional to 
the introduced silica content. In fact, each reactive aggregate receive enough alkalies to 
produce enough ASR gel which initiates and propagates cracks. If the reactive silica 
content is high , each reactive site can have a reduced quantity of alkalies. In this case, 
some reactive sites can not have enough alkalies to produce an efficient quantity of 
ASR gel to create cracks and consquently swelling. The pessimun content appears as 
the result of a competition between swelling (proportional to reactive silica content) 
and the distribution of alkaline and reactive silica supplies in concrete. 

CONCLUSIONS 

This study have permitted to build a mathematical model of ASR induced effects. All 
basic phenomena, involving in ASR, have been modelised. In first chemical phenomena 
have been modelized based on Dent-Glasser's approach. This chemical model has been 
integrated in a probabilistic framework. The simulations obtained with the model 
proposed permit to obtain the local and global evolution of each chemical component 
involved in ASR. The mechanical induced effects are reproduced using the fracture 
mechanics theory. 

The first numerical results show that there is a good adequation between experimental 
results published and computations. In this way, the pessimun content can be refounded 
easily. 
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